Abstract. This paper introduces a nite-automata based representation of Presburger arithmetic de nable sets of integer vectors. The representation consists of concurrent automata operating on the binary encodings of the elements of the represented sets. This representation has several advantages. First, being automata-based it is operational in nature and hence leads directly to algorithms, for instance all usual operations on sets of integer vectors translate naturally to operations on automata. Second, the use of concurrent automata makes it compact. Third, it is insensitive to the representation size of integers. Our representation can be used whenever arithmetic constraints are needed. To illustrate its possibilities we show that it can handle integer programming optimally, and that it leads to a new original algorithm for the satis ability of arithmetic inequalities.
Introduction
Making a case for the usefulness of arithmetic constraints in computer science is hardly necessary. Indeed, beyond the many common problems that can be reduced to the satisfaction of constraints, constraints have been adopted as a central formalismin a growing number of areas of computer science, for instance constraint databases KKR90, KSW90] , constraint programming languages Hen89] , and the analysis of real-time systems AH90, ACD90] .
The usual view of an arithmetic constraint is as a formula involving constants, variables, arithmetic operators (addition, multiplication), arithmetic predicates (equality, order), and logical operators (boolean, quanti cation). The constraints that can be expressed depend on the exact choice of constraint language, a typical example being conjunctions of linear inequalities, as used in integer programming. Algorithms for solving constraint problems start from this representation and use a variety of techniques Sch86] .
In this paper, we argue that a more operational description of arithmetic constraints based on nite automata has distinct advantages and leads to interesting algorithmic insights. Precisely, we consider nite automata that accept the binary representations of integer vectors. Interestingly, results of Cobham and of Semenov show that the sets of integer vectors whose encodings in any base (other than unary) are recognizable by nite automata are exactly the Presburger de nable sets Cob69, Sem77, BHMV94] . More sets are de nable in any particular base, for instance powers of 2 in binary, but the results of Cobham and Semenov tell us that Presburger de nable sets are those that are robustly representable by automata operating on number encodings.
Also, as will not surprise hardware designers, the automata representing of elementary arithmetic operations and predicates (e.g., addition and order) can be designed to operate on encodings of any length and only require very few states (see Section 3) 2 . Furthermore, by using concurrent automata, we are able to preserve the compactness of the representation for a large class of constraint formulas. For instance, systems of linear inequalities with bounded constants can be translated linearly into concurrent automata.
A clear bene t of representing constraints by automata is that one can directly exploit algorithms from automata theory to obtain algorithms for constraint problems. For instance, obtaining a decision procedure for any rst-order constraint language whose atomic formulas are representable by nite automata is immediate : represent the atomic formulas by automata; use the standard constructions on nite automata for conjunction, disjunction, negation and projection; test the result for nonemptiness. This general technique is well known in logic BHMV94], but we believe that similarly to what has been done for modal and temporal logic VW86b, VW86a, BVW94, VW94], automata-theoretic techniques for arithmetic can yield algorithmically interesting results for a variety of formalisms.
To make this concrete, we rst consider the case of linear inequalities over the integers (integer programming). Checking for the existence of a solution to a system of linear inequalities amounts to checking the nonemptiness of a concurrent automaton, a PSPACE-complete problem. Since, as discussed above, the size of the automaton is polynomial in the size of the constraint system, this gives a PSPACE algorithm for solving the constraint problem. This does not match the well known NP upper bound for this problem Pap81], but if one remembers that this bound is obtained by showing that linear inequalities always have solutions with polynomially bounded encodings, one notices that rather than checking general nonemptiness, one is checking nonemptiness over words of polynomial length, which can be done in NP.
Finding a somewhat di erent algorithm for a well known NP problem might appear as a mere curiosity. However, it is interesting to analyze the nature of the algorithm that is obtained. The algorithm is a search through a bounded depth state-space. Since we represent integers with their most signi cant bit rst, a depth-rst search through this state space has the nature of a space partitioning algorithm coupled with backtracking. Furthermore, the algorithm 2 Of course, multiplication cannot be represented, but it is not nite-state in any base and is not Presburger de nable. Multiplication by a constant, on the other hand, is not problematic.
is still usable if one extends the class of constraints that are considered, for instance to include periodicity constraints. Interestingly, it is the di culty of handling periodic sets of integer vectors bounded by linear constraints in the context of a program veri cation application BW94] that led us to explore the representation of sets of integers by automata. We were also inspired by the growing use of BDDs Bry86, Bry92] for representing boolean constraints and by their frequent inadequacy for representing integer constraints.
Since solving a constraint problem reduces to exploring a state-space, this opens up the possibility of using the techniques that have been developed for the latter problem. Possibilities (which we have not tested out) are partial-order techniques GW93] and symbolic techniques BCM + 92]. Another idea is that if, for some restricted case, the state space can be searched without backtracking then we would obtain an e cient polynomial-time algorithm. Interestingly, this happens for systems of arithmetic inequalities Klu88] . For this problem we obtain a quadratic algorithm, which matches the complexity of the best known algorithm SW94] but has a very di erent nature.
Encoding Integer Vectors
We consider integer vectors v = (v 1 ; : : :; v n ) where each v i 2 Z. We encode integers in binary (most signi cant bit rst) using 2's complement for negative numbers. We do not x the length of encodings, but we do require that the encoding of an integer x such that ?2 p?1 x < 2 p?1 has at least p bits. Hence, the most signi cant bit of a positive number will always be 0 and that of a negative number 1. By convention, the empty word encodes 0.
To represent a vector of integers, we encode each of the component integers with an identical number of bits. A vector of integers thus has an in nite number of possible encodings, the shortest of which having the length required by the component with the largest magnitude. All other encodings can be obtained from the shortest one by repeating the initial bit of each component an identical number of times. An encoding of a vector of integers v = (v 1 ; : : :; v n ) can indi erently be viewed either as a tuple (w 1 ; : : :; w n ) of words of identical length over the alphabet f0; 1g, or as a single word w over the alphabet f0; 1g n .
Automata Accepting Integer Vector Encodings
Since a integer vector has several possible encodings of di erent length, we have to choose which of these the automata we de ne will recognize. A natural choice would be to accept the shortest possible encoding, another to accept all encodings. However, both these choices make some operations on our automata somewhat more complicated. So, we make a third choice for which all operations, except complementation (which in any case is costly) are simple. The requirement is that, if an automaton accepts some encoding of a vector, there is some length`such that it accepts all encodings of that vector that are longer than`.
Automata accepting the encodings of integer vectors could simply be classical nite-state automata over the alphabet f0; 1g n . However, with this representation, the size of the automata would quickly blow up. We thus choose a more powerful type of automata, namely a particular kind of concurrent automata.
Our Concurrent Number Automata (CNA) are an adaptation of the automata used to model concurrent systems where components synchronize on like-labeled transitions and interleave on others Mil89]. A concurrent number automaton recognizing encodings of integer vectors with n elements (a n-CNA) has n number component (one per element of the vector), plus an arbitrary number (possibly 0) of synchronization components. Each component is de ned by a synchronization alphabet and by a nite-state automaton. The transitions of the automaton of a component are labeled by a subset of its synchronization alphabet (synchronization transitions), or by a bit and a subset of its synchronization alphabet (bit transitions of number components). The synchronization rule is that a transition with a label containing an element a of the synchronization alphabet must synchronize with a transition containing a in its label for each of the components whose synchronization alphabet contains a. Furthermore, bits are read synchronously, meaning that bits from each of the n integers of the vector are always read simultaneously.
Formally, an n-Concurrent Number Automaton (n-CNA) is a tuple A = (C 1 ; : : :C n ; C n+1 ; : : :C n+m ) of n 1 number components and m 0 synchronization components.
{ A number component C k is de ned by a synchronization alphabet k and a nite automaton A k = (2 k (f0; 1g 2 k ); S k ; s 0k ; T k ; F k ) where 2 k (f0; 1g 2 k ) is the alphabet, S k is a set of states, s 0k is an initial state, T k S k (2 k (f0; 1g 2 k )) S k is a set of transitions, and F k is a set of accepting states.
{ A synchronization component is de ned exactly as a number component, except that its alphabet is simply 2 k (no bit may appear in the label of transitions).
To give precise semantics to concurrent number automata, we de ne the sequential automaton Seq(A) corresponding to a CNA A = (C 1 ; : : :C n ; C n+1 ; : : : A binary encoding of an integer vector is then accepted by a concurrent number automaton A if it is the projection on f0; 1g n of a word accepted by the sequential automaton Seq(A) (elements of 2 project to the empty word ). By extension, we say that an integer vector is accepted by a CNA if at least one of its encodings is accepted.
A CNA is well-formed if whenever it accepts an encoding of an integer vector, there is some length`such that it accepts all encodings of that vector that are longer than`. In what follows we only consider well-formed CNA, unless stated otherwise. Finally, we say that a CNA A is deterministic if Seq(A) is deterministic`when projected on the alphabet f0; 1g n .
Automata for Elementary Predicates
Well-formed concurrent number automata accepting sets of (the encodings of) integer vectors satisfying elementary predicates are easy to obtain. We show here some typical examples. To represent a CNA, we give the transition graphs of its number and synchronization (when present) components. The initial state of a number component is labeled by its index (position of the corresponding number in the vector), whereas the initial states of synchronization components are A CNA accepting f(x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ) j x 1 + x 2 = x 3 g is given in Figure 3 . Note that the synchronization between the components of this CNA is such that the corresponding sequential automaton only has 3 reachable states. More importantly, all the CNA for elementary predicates are deterministic (the corresponding sequential automata projected on f0; 1g n are deterministic).
Operations
We consider operations on sets of integer vectors and study the implementation of these operations by operations on the CNA representing these sets. Given sets VS 1 and VS 2 of vectors of respective arities (number of components per vector) n 1 and n 2 , the operations of interest are { Union (VS 1 VS 2 ) and intersection (VS 1 \ VS 2 ) provided that n 1 = n 2 ;
. . . As stated by the theorem below, all operations other than complement can be computed in linear time and furthermore preserve determinism, except unsurprisingly for union and projection. Note that when we compute the size of a CNA, we do not consider the size of the alphabets of the automata de ning the components of the CNA. Indeed, these alphabets are of the form 2 k f0; 1g 2 k and hence can be quite large. We only consider the size of k and, of course, of the elements of the alphabet actually used in transitions of the automaton.
Theorem1. Given Proof : The constructions proving the theorem are quite direct and will be given in a full version of this paper. 2
For complementation, the situation is much less favorable. Indeed, to complement, one needs a deterministic sequential automaton, and the fact that the automaton is concurrent costs us one exponential, whereas its nondeterminism can cost us another exponential. While this result is rather negative, the following result shows that we cannot to do much better, at least if complementation is done by constructing a sequential deterministic automaton.
Theorem3. The equivalence problem (acceptance of the same integer vector set) for concurrent number automata is EXPSPACE-complete.
Proof : This can be derived from the result in Rab92] on the complexity of trace equivalence for concurrent programs. 2 A nal problem of major importance is determining the nonemptiness of a concurrent number automaton. This is a PSPACE-complete problem.
Theorem 4. The nonemptiness problem for concurrent number automata (deterministic or not) is PSPACE-complete.
Proof : To show membership in PSPACE, one shows that the sequential automaton corresponding to a CNA can be constructed and explored in a space e cient way (a similar construction can be found in VW94]). To show PSPACE hardness, one uses a CNA to e ciently encode the computations of a polynomial space Turing machine. 2
Note that the PSPACE hardness applies to general concurrent number automata, not necessarily to those obtained from any class of arithmetic formulas. Indeed, we will show in the next Section that we can get better complexity results for the CNA obtained from two common arithmetic problems.
Applications

Integer Programming
The integer programming problem consists of determining whether a system of constraints of the form a 1;1 x 1 + a 1;2 x 2 + a 1;n x n b 1 a 2;1 x 1 + a 2;2 x 2 + a 2;n x n b 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . a p;1 x 1 + a p;2 x 2 + a p;n x n b p ; where all the a i;j are integers, accepts an integer solution (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ).
The representation of sets of integer vectors by concurrent number automata leads to an original solution to this problem : one simply constructs the CNA accepting all solutions of the system of equations and tests for its emptiness. The real issue is the complexity of this method. We show here that the size of the CNA is linear in the size of the system equations and that, since integer programming problems admit \small" solutions Pap81], this leads to an NP algorithm which matches the well known lower and upper bounds for this problem.
Our rst result is thus the following.
Theorem 5. Given an integer programming problem P of size n, it is possible to build in time O(n) a concurrent number automaton of size O(n) that accepts exactly the integer vectors that are solutions of P.
Proof sketch : The only real di culty in the construction is to handle the multiplicative constants with only a linear blowup. The size of a constant a is taken to be the size r of its binary encoding b r?1 : : :b 1 b 0 . The problem is to represent the set f(x 1 ; x 2 ) j x 1 = ax 2 g with a CNA of size linear in r. To do this, we simply use the fact that a = P 0 i r?1 2 i b i . This leaves us with 2 problems : representing the sum of r integers and representing multiplication by powers of 2. By introducing auxiliary variables, sums of r terms can be represented by r?1 binary sums. Since each binary sum has a constant size representation, this leads to a linear representation of the sum. For powers of 2, the idea is similar.
One can represent f(y 0 ; y 1 ) j y 1 = 2y 0 g, f(y 1 ; y 2 ) j y 2 = 2y 1 g, : : :, each with a xed size CNA. Using r ? 1 such CNA's, one can thus represent multiplication by the necessary powers of 2. 2.
To solve the integer programming problem, all that needs to be done is to test for nonemptiness of the CNA obtained by the construction of Theorem 5. By Theorem 4 this is a PSPACE-complete problem. However, we have here some additional information on the structure of the CNA : its is obtained from an integer programming problem. Given that if an integer programming problem P has a solution, it has a solution that can be written with a number of bits bounded by a polynomial in jPj Pap81] , we only need to look for a polynomially bounded integer vector representation accepted by the CNA, and this can be done in NP. Our approach thus also yields an NP algorithm for integer programming.
From a more concrete algorithmic point of view, what we propose is to solve the integer programming problem by searching through the state space of the CNA we have constructed. Remembering that we represent most signi cant bits rst, a depth-rst exploration of this state space loosely corresponds to a space partitioning approach with backtracking. It is likely that how well this type of algorithm will perform will depend on how strong the constraints on a solution are. It is likely to perform well when solutions are loosely constrained and to get bogged down when the solutions are very constrained (and hence di cult to nd).
Systems of Arithmetic Inequalities
The problem here consists of determining whether a conjunction P of inequalities of the form x i x j , where 2 f=; 6 =; <; g admits a solution x = (x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n ).
It is a problem that has been studied, for instance, in the context of database theory Ull89, Klu88]. Building a linear size CNA for such a problem P is straightforward. What we show here is that testing the emptiness of this CNA can be done very e ciently. To see this, we rst notice that if a system of arithmetic inequalities has a solution, then it has a positive solution. We will take advantage of this by working from now on only with positive numbers, and we will thus no longer use 2's complement representation. We next prove a lemma about the solutions to conjunctions of arithmetic inequalities.
Lemma 6. If a system of arithmetic inequalities has a solution, then for any strict inequality x 1 < x 2 or di erence x 1 6 = x 2 constraint in the system, there is a solution in which x 1 and x 2 di er on their most signi cant bit.
Proof : Take a positive solution of the system and pre x the most signi cant bit 0 to the value of x 1 , and of all variables less than or equal to x 1 in the solution. Similarly, pre x the most signi cant bit 1 to the value of x 2 and to all variables greater than x 1 in the solution. 2 Next, we examine the CNA obtained for the systems of constraints we are considering and examine their behavior on the encodings of positive numbers. The rst important observation is that the automata representing the elementary constraints have the property that, each time a bit of the input is read, either no transition is possible, or the automaton stays in the same state, or it moves to an accepting state from which all inputs are accepted. The consequence of this is that whenever one moves within the reachable states of the CNA, as long as the CNA accepts a nonempty language, one can always complete the execution to an accepting one. In other words, one can always nd a solution without backtracking. A second observation on the automata is that the only non-accepting states are the initial states of components corresponding to a strict inequality or di erence constraint. This leads to our algorithm which (sketchily) is the following. 1. Select arbitrarily the components corresponding to a strict inequality or di erence constraint and that are not in an accepting state (this choice can be arbitrary given Lemma 6). 2. Check if some choice of input bits can force these components to move to an accepting state. This amounts to solving an instance of 2SAT which can be done in linear time APT79]. If there is no such choice, the system of constraints is unsatis able. 3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until all components are in accepting states.
Given that for a system of size n, there are at most n strict inequality or di erence constraints, and that for each the algorithm requires time O(n), the global time complexity of the method is O(n 2 ). Note that once it has been obtained automata-theoretically, it is possible to rewrite this algorithm to avoid the explicit construction of the automaton.
Conclusions
The goal of this paper is to establish that using automata operating on binary encodings of integer vectors is a fruitful approach for representing and manipulating Presburger arithmetic constraints. We have made our case by showing that this use of automata could lead to interesting algorithmic insights. Even though we have not improved on known worst-case complexity bounds, we believe that the algorithms derived from our automata-theoretic approach can have interesting behaviors in practice. Of course in such a well studied area as integer programming, this should be said with caution and needs to be shown by experiments. An advantage of our approach though is that, since it is based on the very general pattern of a state-space search, it does not break down when one moves beyond the exact class of problems for which the algorithm is designed. Extensions can be incorporated gracefully, but of course will usually lead to a performance penalty.
We have introduced a particular representation of constraints (concurrent number automata) that is especially adequate for the applications we considered.
In fact, one can imagine a whole spectrum of representations, ranging from the traditional formulas to more and more restricted types of automata. For instance, deterministic sequential automata might be a very reasonable representation if complementation operations have to be performed frequently. Of course, the deterministic automata could be much larger than other representations. This would amount to paying upfront the cost of the processing that will be required, often a reasonable approach.
Possible applications of our approach are numerous : whenever arithmetic constraints are used, it could be useful to think about them automata-theoretically. There are probably many more algorithms that can be obtained from the automata-theoretic approach, and more work to be done on analyzing and testing those we have obtained. As far as extensions, just one idea would be to handle the rationals with automata on in nite words B uc62, Tho90] .
